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1. Ihe problea of axial anomaly in supersynnetric gauge theo
ries has recently attracted close attention' . The heart of the 
problem is that according to the Adler-Bardeen theorem the diver
gence of axial current contains only the one-loop contribution' ' 

( f°f belongs to the SU(N) gauge group), whereas the superconfor-
mal anomaly, including the axial one, ia proportional to the P -
-function, i.e., receives contributions from all orders in ol 

Another source of discrepancy is the anomalous dimension of the cur
rent. For the AB current J u it is not zero. At the same time 
the axial current 3L, is the first component of the supermul-
tiplet including also the energy-momentum tensor which, evidently 
has zero anomalous dimension. This appears to be inconsistent with a 
multiplet structure of the anomalies. 

The solution of the paradox is concealed in the essence of re-
normalization procedure. The discrepancies are removed if one takes 
into account the fact that we have two different renomalization 
prescriptions. The AB theorem takes place only in a special scheme 
which is not supersymmetric. The quantum operators in the supersym-
metric scheme and in the Adler-Bardeen one do not coincide, but are 
connected by finite multiplicative traneformatlons. This is true not 
only for the currents, but also for the F F operators entering 
into the anomaly expression. (1),(2). The account of current renorma-
lization only, as it will be shown, is not enough and leads to a 
n^aber of contradictory statements in the literature' *'. 

2. Consider the renormalized operators involved in the axial 
anomaly equations (1),(2). They obey the standard «normalization 
group equations written down in the corresponding renormslization 
scheme: 
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where /2>(й.) and £> (A) are the /b -functione, Л = - л а 

and A = —l^r- are the renormalized couplings, and 
•13Г /£ ft/ 

the matrices of anomalous dimensions have the triangular form '"•^': 

These matricee may be found by direct computation, however, so
me general properties follow already from the «normalization lnva-
riance of anomalies/"»"': 

Combusing eqs.(3) and (6) and eqs. (4) and (7) we obtain the matrices 
(5) in the form 

(8) 

where we have taken into account the fact that the anomalous dimen
sion of the S S current Г),-0 in SS scheme. On the contrary, in 
the AB scheme the anomalous dimension vanishes only in one-loop or
der being non-zero and equal to '°'2' V (0.)= -^бй 1-»- 0(&3$. 

3. Starting from the general statements of the «normalization 
theory we conclude that the «normalized operators of two different 
schemes are related by finite multiplicative «normalisation of the 
form 

v>> \ /*«<*> ° \ N > V„ 
where A - Z ( A } a . 
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With account of eq.(9) the consistency condition for eqs.O) 
and (2) takes the form 

E, (A > = - ЗА* jSl»_ / _ ^jj+JSaA (Ю) 

Bote that the first two coefficients of the fl> -function are 
scheme-invariant and are equal to B(A)=- - %_ A { i + A • • • • ) • 

Combining now eqe. ( 3),( 4) and (9) we get for the matrix ,S 
the equation л л д 

ъ^Чпг]* f S - S r ( 1 1 J 

with the initial condition &(0)= 4 . 
With account of (8) eq. (11) has the following solution 

e 0 \ (12) 

where b 0 = - - ^ / ^ is the first (Ъ -function coefficient 
a n d e s e x p ( - ^ ^ ( Z ' U ) / B ( A ) ^ ) . 
Here we have taken into account the relation between the ft -func
tions of two schemes: 

Д(а> E>^A^ ( . Z.(l\^ Л 
'-5Г = ~ [L~ " z w / ^ - < 1 3 ) 

Bote that to satisfy the initial condition, it is essential that the 
expansion of $4Л starts from - s/^ 0. -

Substituting eq. (12) into eq.(IO) we convince ourselves that 
eq. (10) is satisfied identically for any jĵ ., fe and Z- in all 
orders of ET. 

4. Thus, the explicit transformation is found which converts 
the operators from the Adler-Bardeen scheme into the euperoymmetric 
one. The axial anomalies (1) and (2) are consistent. The anomalous 
dimensions of the two currents are different. There arises no res
triction on the form of the ft> -function. The constant Z (A) 
is not specified and may be found,for example, from eq. (13). Hence, 
the transformation (9), (12) solves the problem of axial anomaly. 

The author is grateful to O.V.Tarasov and B.T.Sazdovic for 
numerous useful discussions. 
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Казаки* Д.И. Е2-84-842 
К проблеме аксиальной аномалии » cynepci»Mctpii4mix 
калибровочных теориях 

Найдена явная связь меаду оператором аксиального тока, 
удовлетворявшим теореме Адлера-Вардкжа.н суперсниметричям 
аксиальным током. При этом аксиальная ж суперконформная анома
лии взаимосогласован! во всех порядках теории возмущений. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 

Претягат Обмдююююго института в/иввмк исследования. Дубив 1984 

Kaaakov D.I. Е2-84-842 
On the Problem of Axial Anomaly in Supersysuetric Gauge 
theories 

the explicit relation is found between the axial current' 
obeying the Adler-Bardeen theorem and the auperaymnetric one 
belonging to a superaultiplet. It i* ahown that the axial and 
superconformal anomalies are consistent in all orders of per
turbation theory. 

the investigation baa beet ««rfomed at the laboratory 
of Theoretical Vhysies, Л П . 
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